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Abstract
Inteins are selﬁsh genetic elements that disrupt the sequence of protein-coding genes and are excised
post-translationally. Most inteins also contain a HEN (homing endonuclease) domain, which is important
for their horizontal transmission. The present review focuses on the evolution of inteins and their nested
HENs, and highlights several unsolved questions that could beneﬁt from molecular genetic approaches. Such
approaches can be well carried out in halophilic archaea, which are naturally intein-rich and have highly
developed genetic tools for their study. In particular, the ﬁtness effects of habouring an intein/HEN can
be tested in direct competition assays, providing additional insights that will improve current evolutionary
models.

HENs (homing endonucleases)
HENs are a large and diverse class of selfish elements
found in archaea, bacteria and lower eukaryotes, and their
respective viruses. HENs recognize and cleave specifically
long target sequences (12–40 bp) that typically occur only
once in a given genome [1,2]. Remarkably, HENs are
found almost exclusively within self-splicing selfish elements,
namely introns, which excise themselves at the mRNA level,
and inteins, which splice out of the protein product [3]
(Figure 1a). HENs contribute to the horizontal propagation
of these selfish elements into intron-less or intein-less
alleles, by cleaving the vacant allele to induce homologous
recombination or reverse transcription (Figure 1b). Since
HENs within group I introns were reviewed recently [4], we
focus on HENs occupying inteins, examine the interesting
evolutionary questions they bring up, and propose ways
in which molecular biology experiments can help resolve
undecided evolutionary conundrums.

Even if the HEN is neutral with respect to the survival of the
host, the sequence of the target site may drift faster than can be
accommodated by the evolution of the HEN. The long-term
survival of a HEN is therefore dependent on the conservation
of its target site. This target site is also the eventual insertion
site of the HEN, and an insertion in a conserved locus
will often dramatically reduce host fitness. Conversely, a
HEN will cause no harm in terms of target disruption if
it inhabits an intein, since it will be spliced out, preserving the
function of their hosting gene. Moreover, inteins, whether
with or without a HEN, tend to occupy conserved regions
of essential genes [5,6]. This is the intein’s intrinsic way
of avoiding degeneration, since any disabling mutation in
its splicing domain will create a permanent insertion in the
essential gene and will therefore be eradicated. Thus, in this
association, we observe mutualism between selfish elements:
the HEN benefits from being nested within a spliceable ORF
(open reading frame) integrated within a conserved site (the
intein), while at the same time providing that ORF with
transmissibility.

Mutualism between selﬁsh elements
Although it is obvious that inteins can profit from horizontal
invasion, how and why the HEN benefits from its association
with the intein is less obvious. Since HENs typically confer no
selective advantage upon their host organism, they can only
persist as long as the rate of their dissemination surpasses the
rate of their degeneration via genetic drift or counterselection.
The rate of dissemination is in turn dependent on the
availability of homing targets, which are also subjects of
mutation and selection. If cleavage by the HEN is by any
degree toxic to the host, mutations in the target site may be
selected that prevent it from being recognized or cleaved.
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How did the mutualism between selﬁsh
elements evolve?
Free-standing HENs are known to exist in bacteriophages,
where they can cleave the DNA of a competing bacteriophage, but not the one carrying them, thus providing a
fitness advantage when two or more phages infect a host cell
[7]. How HENs became associated with inteins remains
unclear. However, two recent studies in bacteriophages
may have revealed the process underlying the mutualistic
association of introns and HENs, which is highly likely to
be relevant also to inteins. In the cyanophage S-PM2, a freestanding HEN, similar in sequence to DNA resolvases, was
observed close to the psbA gene, which contains a group I
intron lacking a nested HEN [8]. This HEN, F-CphI, was
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Figure 1 Protein splicing and homing
(a) Inteins and protein splicing. (b) Target invasion by HENs.

shown to be unable to cleave the intron-containing psbA
gene, but does cleave efficiently empty (intron-free) psbA
alleles just a few nucleotides from the intron insertion site [9].
Furthermore, Bonocora and Shub [10] showed that, in a gene
encoding DNA polymerase in T3 and T7 bacteriophages,
there exists a site adjacent to an intron insertion point, which
can be targeted by either an intron-nested HEN (T7) or
a free-standing HEN (T3), again implying that HENs that
target intron insertion sites can gradually become associated
with introns. It is expected that the mutualistic relationship
between the two elements was stabilized once they became
physically associated.

How do HENs avoid degeneration?
The potential mutational drift of the target site mentioned
above is not the only threat for the survival of HENs.
Somewhat paradoxically, the very proliferation of a HEN
may sow the seeds of its own destruction: in order to prevail
on an evolutionary timescale, a HEN must also overcome
the danger of target site depletion as a result of its own
fixation in the population. Extensive horizontal propagation
of the HEN could lead to fixation, with the HEN occupying
every allele of the hosting gene in the population. Once
fixation is achieved, no vacancy is left for further homing.
Subsequently, there will be no selective pressure favouring
the conservation of the HEN, making degeneration via
accumulation of mutations inevitable (Figure 2). Indeed,
inteins in various species were found to encode degenerated
HENs, characterized by an accumulation of asynonymous
mutations [11,12] and a lack of activity in in vitro cleavage
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assays [13,14]. Intriguingly, functionally degenerate HENs
within inteins, unlike those that reside in introns, still show
signs of purifying selection and maintain several highly
conserved positions, perhaps suggesting that some positions
within the HEN domain are also important for the proteinsplicing reaction of the intein or for its overall structure
[12].
One possible getaway from the fixation-degeneration
deadlock is to invade new niches, in other species, via
horizontal transfer (Figure 2). However, quite often, HEN
phylogenies agree with those of the host organism, implying
that many HENs do nevertheless persist in a specific locus
through evolutionary timescales. How then do they escape
the fixation-degeneration catch? The canonical model of
HEN evolution proposed by Burt and Koufopanou [1],
called ‘the HEN cycle’ or the ‘homing cycle’ [2], addresses
this enigma by invoking the recycling of homing targets.
It proclaims that, while HEN propagation acts to exhaust
all available targets, there is also an opposing process,
namely precise intron/intein loss, which provides the supply
of fresh targets (Figure 2). Indeed, phylogenetic analyses
support the idea of frequent intron/intein loss, as very often
several species in a genus harbour an intron that is not
found in other species of that genus. Analogously, at the
subspecies level, the HEN may persist while avoiding fixation
if sporadic populations exist with and without the intron, and
these populations exhibit low gene flow among them.
Although one can imagine a precise deletion of an
intron by homologous recombination with its own cDNA,
explaining how an intein will be precisely deleted is not easy.
Homologous recombination between an intein-containing
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Figure 2 The homing cycle

and a vacant allele will tend to result in gene conversion
events in which the former is duplicated, rather than the
latter. This is due to the fact that HEN activity (the creation
of a double-strand break at the vacant allele) promotes gene
conversion. Thus one has to posit that HEN degeneration or
inactivation is a necessary step that always precedes intein
deletion. However, even if such degeneration has already
taken place, coming into contact with such a vacant allele
should be a relatively rare event, requiring horizontal gene
transfer from another population or species, and, as long
as some parts of the population still have an active HEN,
these events are unlikely to efficiently compete with homing.
Moreover, recombination that is not triggered by HEN
cleavage has a similar propensity to result in intein gain as it
does to result in intein loss. Recently, both experimental data
from euascomycetes species [15] and mathematical modelling
[16] have shown that HENs can be maintained for very long
evolutionary periods even in the absence of horizontal gene
transfer. In fact, all three types of homing site can coexist in a
well-mixed population assuming that the reduction in fitness
resulting from carrying a dysfunctional HEN is higher than
the reduction in fitness due to its functional counterpart [16].
However, currently, there is no specific evidence in
support of that assumption. When the cost to host fitness of the functional HEN was actually higher than the
cost of its dysfunctional counterpart, only periodic solutions
were obtained [16], with typical allele frequencies that are
lower than commonly observed in the natural populations
surveyed to date [15]. Several alternative routes for HEN
persistence have been suggested [2]. One such scenario that is
in agreement with selfish element mutualism, states that
inteins may be lost along with their resident HENs if
they (and not the HENs as above) are detrimental to the

fitness of their hosts [15]. This toxicity cannot be remedied
by mutations that interfere with efficient splicing, because
the intein is usually inserted in a conserved site of a vital
protein. However, if individuals that possess the vacant
allele are still present in the population, the fitness cost of
the intein is likely to drive the vacant allele to fixation,
resulting in eventual intein loss. Nonetheless, the intein
can be actively propagated by its nesting HEN, and if the
adverse effect is relatively minor, a dynamic equilibrium
can result, since, on one hand, intein-less hosts are more
fit, but, on the other, homing allows the invasion of the
intein into vacant alleles. This balance will ensure a constant
supply of vacant targets, and therefore a continuous selective
pressure acting to conserve the homing ability of the HEN.
Thus, paradoxically, by residing within inteins that cause
a slight reduction in fitness, HENs can be protected from
the fixation-degeneration mechanism. Gogarten and Hilario
[2] pointed out that, although this dynamic equilibrium
may be too precise and fragile to be maintained within a
population, a balance between decreased host fitness and
increased spreading of the intein, combined with a complex
population structure (i.e. several subpopulations in which the
fitness disadvantage and the homing efficiency could vary)
can generate long persistence without requiring a homing
cycle. Furthermore, even if the homing cycle does exist,
it could be operating only within specific subpopulations,
whereas in the meta-population, the HEN-mobilized intein
never reaches fixation [2].
Another intriguing alternative to the homing cycle is
that the HEN itself may confer some selective advantage
on its host. Although the ability to cut the DNA of
competing viruses can surely be an asset to HEN-containing
bacteriophages [17], other benefits, such as a beneficial role
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in chromosomal DNA rearrangement, as described in the
thermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus kodakaraensis [18], may
be less obvious and more difficult to demonstrate. Another
case that illustrates such possible mechanisms is that of the
‘HO’ HEN of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, derived from
the intein VDE [VMA1 (vacuolar membrane ATPase 1)derived endonuclease], which no longer propagates an intein
but has been ‘domesticated’ and now mediates a new role,
that of a mating-type switch, in that yeast [12].

Halophilic archaea as a model genetic
system to study inteins and their HENs
Clearly, it is often difficult to decide between the different
evolutionary scenarios presented above on the basis of
mathematical modelling and phylogenetic reconstruction
alone, no matter how well executed. Furthermore, incorporating experimental observations can help to define better
the assumptions and parameters of the models. Ideally,
studies of HEN evolution should incorporate population
genetics studies, involving the comparison of inteins from
same-species isolates [19,20] and molecular genetics studies,
measuring the influence on fitness of HEN and/or intein
presence in vivo and quantifying homing efficiency in a
natural-like laboratory experiment that could involve both
intra- and inter-species homing. Currently, the best example
of such a genetic approach is the landmark intron study by
Aagaard et al. [21], which showed that when the 23S rRNA
HEN-containing intron of the archaeal hyperthermophile
Desulfurococcus mobilis was artificially introduced into another hyperthermophilic archaeon, Sulfolobus acidocaldarius,
it quickly spread through the S. acidocaldarius population,
presumably by archaeal mating [22–24] or conjugation [25]
and intron-containing cells obtained a fitness advantage over
their intron-free counterparts. Such an approach could easily
be extended in intein research into a more natural-like
experimental setting, where HEN genes are studied in their
organisms of origin.
We propose that halophilic archaea (haloarchaea), which
are easier to grow and manipulate than thermophiles,
represent an ideal prokaryotic model system for the study
of inteins/HENs due to several unique properties as follows.
(i) They harbour a multitude of inteins. Archaea in general
and haloarchaea in particular tend to contain many inteins.
For example, the square archaeon Haloquadratum walsbyi
contains 14 putative inteins according to the intein database
InBase [26]. Haloarchaea often harbour different inteins in
the same gene. The gene encoding DNA polymerase B
in haloarchaea (polB), for example, can contain at least four
different inteins, and at least one species (H. walsbyi) has
inteins occupying three possible locations [27]. An intein
is occasionally conserved both in terms of the position of
insertion and in terms of sequence similarity, across relatively
remote haloarchaeal species. For example, the polB intein of
Haloferax volcanii is homologous with one of the polB inteins
in H. walsbyi.
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(ii) Haloarchaea undergo horizontal gene transfer by the
well-documented and highly efficient cell mating process [22–
24], which can allow DNA exchange within and even between
species and therefore can facilitate the spread of a HEN to
empty alleles within a population. Thus one can potentially
monitor the dynamic of homing in real time.
(iii) Haloarchaea, in particular H. volcanii and Halobacterium salinarum, have become the most extensively used
model organisms for molecular genetic studies of archaea
because of the wide range of available genetic tools [28],
such as shuttle vectors [29,30], the ability to manipulate their
DNA by transformation [31,32], the existence of a strongly
inducible promoter [33], as well as a targeted allele-exchange
and gene-knockout system [34]. Finally, haloarchaea can
also be harnessed to identify additional functions of HENs,
which can be studied relatively simply, because host proteins
can be engineered to be affinity-tagged, facilitating coimmunopurification experiments.
One can envisage several ways to use molecular genetics
for the study of the evolutionary questions outlined above,
by performing fairly straightforward experiments. (i) An
intein-containing gene can be cured of its intein (or just the
HEN domain) and compared with its wild-type counterpart,
both in terms of individual growth/fitness and in direct
competition experiments. (ii) A new intein can be introduced
into a currently vacant site and the effects similarly examined.
(iii) The invasion of a HEN-containing intein in a formerly
intein-less population, can be monitored, by introducing
a small number of intein/HEN-positive cells into a large
intein-free population, then taking samples periodically and
quantifying the fraction of intein-containing cells in the
population (e.g. by quantitative real-time PCR). We have
recently performed the first experiment (i), and showed that,
under laboratory conditions, curing of an intein/HEN did
not result in any change in fitness [35]
To date, intein/HEN research has already supplied many
surprises, some of which have found industrial applications
such as split inteins [36] or engineered HENs for gene therapy
[37]. The future of intein/HEN research lies in combining
multiple approaches including mathematical modelling,
genomics, population genetics and molecular genetics. One
can easily envision quantitative parameters derived from large
population genetics surveys as well as molecular experiments
being fed back into the existing mathematical models,
increasing their predictive power. Conversely, new models
and genomic observations will yield new hypotheses that
need to be tested. Only by integrating multiple disciplines
in the study of inteins/HENs could we hope to unravel the
complex evolutionary puzzles that they are.
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